PRESS RELEASE
Bankcoin Reserve (BCR) (https://www.Bankcoinreserve.com/) announces that it has purchased Bankcoin.Global
(http://Bankcoin.global/index.php), as of 2/12/2019.
All account holders of Bankcoin.Global will be provided an opportunity to exchange their account holdings of
Bankcoin.Global for Bankcoin Reserve’s Bankcoin which is pegged to the highest price of one ounce of Gold,
currently $1,375 USD.
Bankcoin.Global’s first trading day was 04/20/2017, closing at $0.67 USD.
In the meantime, the price for Bankcoin.Global dropped to $0.00113373 on 02/12/2019.
Example: If someone purchased 10,000 Bankcoin.Global at $0.67 on day 1, they paid $6,700 USD, which today
would be worth $11.34 USD.

PUBLIC OFFER:
BCR is offering Holders of Bankcoin.Global to convert their Bankcoin.Global coins to Bankcoin at the following
rates:
Per Bankcoin.Global:
Pay 30% Conversion Price of $0.67 ($0.201) by 3/12/2019 and receive Bankcoin (0.000727273).
Pay 40% Conversion Price of $0.67 ($0.268) by 4/12/2019 and receive Bankcoin (0.000727273).
Pay 50% Conversion Price of $0.67 ($0.335) by 5/12/2019 and receive Bankcoin (0.000727273).
Receiving Bankcoin: 10,000 x 0.000727273= 7.27272727 x $1,375 = $10,000
In the above example you can see that an owner of 10,000 Bankcoin.Global lost all of its original investment
of $6,700 except $11.34. If they choose to convert at 30% conversion price, they pay $2,010 and receive a
stable coin Bankcoin, valued at $10,000 so that they will actually make a profit on their overall investment.
The price of Bankcoin cannot go below $1375 per Bankcoin, but it can rise if Gold rises above $1375 per ounce
and is therefore stable.
An additional advantage to convert from Bankcoin.Global into Bankcoin is, that Bankcoin’s proprietary patented
mining algorithm is protected by 9 patents, delivering a 10% mining valuation per year.
Bankcoin.Global owners that choose not to convert, can sell their Bankcoin.Global at the exchange or they can
keep it, but the conversion offer ends on 5/12/2019 and afterwards NO conversions are accepted any more.
The value of Bankcoin.Global after 5/12/2019 will be what its trade value is at the exchange.
New Conversion Bankcoin owners cannot sell their Bankcoin for 1 year. After 1 year they are free to sell parts or
all of it at a stable price of minimum $1375, depending on the gold price.
After 6 months New Conversion Bankcoin owners can take up loans up to 20% against the value of their Bankcoin
portfolio.

Since the stable price point of Bankcoin has enjoyed valuation for its government and institutional client base
since 2017 the conversion move is sure to reinstate the exceptional standing originally sought by Bankcoin.Global
and its investors. This opportunity to exchange Bankcoin.Global to Bankcoin provides great security and
assurance to all Bankcoin.Global holders and unifies the price of Bankcoin globally to the current determined
price of Bankcoin, which is determined by BCR once a month, currently at $1375.

Please contact Bankcoin.Global for conversions or questions at this email address:
conversion@bankcoin.global

Trading Bankcoin.Global:
Waves Decentralized Exchange (DEX) B@ to WAVES
https://wavesplatform.com/
https://digitalcoinprice.com/coins/bankcoin

